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When I push parents to give their kids autonomy, I don’t mean to imply that 
parents should drop all parental oversight and walk away, hoping the kids will 
respond by stepping up to the plate with newfound autonomy and intrinsic 
motivation. Autonomy-supportive parenting is not negligent parenting, and it is 
not permissive parenting. Autonomy-supportive parents establish specific and 
clear expectations, make themselves physically and emotionally present, and 
offer guidance when kids get frustrated or need redirection. The best part about 
being an autonomy-supportive parent is that all the negative stuff we do to get 
our children to do the things we want them to do - nagging, nitpicking, 
hovering, directing - stops. These parenting techniques are destructive to our 
relationships with our kids, anyway, so parenting in their absence is a more 
peaceful and enjoyable affair all around. 
 
Autonomy-supportive parenting gives kids what they need. Children are starved 
for responsibility and a role with in family, and all the jockeying for power, and 
the mischief that arises when their hands are idle, stems from our failure to give 
our kids a clear way to contribute to the family’s well-being. Kids thrive on our 
expectations and they flourish when given responsibilities of their own and the 
education they need to carry them out successfully. That said, a certain degree 
of parental involvement is crucial for children’s learning and emotional well-
being. For example, study after study shows that a strong family-school bonds 
leads to better educational and emotional outcomes, and when teachers are 
polled, they point to “involved parents” as one of the most important elements 
of school success. This is still true despite headlines over flawed, myopic research 
studies that have claimed parental involvement is overrated. Teachers love 
parents who show up for parent-teacher conference, who help out with class 
trips, and offer their support when it is needed. There is a difference, however, 
between being involved in your child’s learning and taking over. The line 
between overparenting and autonomy-supportive parenting can be hazy, but 
there is a clear difference between the kind of parenting that results in 
dependent, unmotivated, and unsuccessful children, and the kind that 
produces resilient, driven, intrinsically motivated kids. 
 
In order to draw a line, and clarify why it’s so important to support autonomy 
rather than dependence, I have to return to the research for a minute. 
Psychologist Wendy Grolnick has done some fascinating work on the impact 
that autonomy-supportive versus controlling parenting has on children’s 
motivation. In her lab, she videotaped mother-child pairs for three minutes and 
rated mothers’ interactions with their child as controlling or autonomy-



supportive. When Grolnick invited these mother-child pairs back to the lab for a 
second visit, the children were put in a room by themselves to work at a task 
independently and the results were “striking.” Children who had previously been 
directed in their play by controlling mothers gave up when faced with frustration 
in their solitary play. 
 
Stop for a moment and realize what this means. The kids who were being raised 
by controlling or directive parents could not complete tasks on their own, but 
kids who were being raised by autonomy-supportive parents stuck with their 
tasks, even when they got frustrated. Kids who can redirect and stay engaged 
in tasks, even when they find those tasks difficult, become less and less 
dependent on guidance in order to focus, study, organize, and otherwise run 
their lives. These competent, more autonomous kids enjoy their work more. 
Children who rely on their parents to direct them through tasks, however, 
continue to require guidance and direction, and as the complexity of the task 
escalates with age and maturity, the complexity and nature of the parental 
intervention usually escalates as well. These are the kids who need their parents 
to help them with homework into middle school and beyond. These are the kids 
who can’t manage their schedules and priorities as they approach adulthood. 
 
Sure, the leap from a controlling parenting style to autonomy-supportive 
parenting is challenging, but changing any habit is a challenge at first. Keep 
your eye on that brass ring of the positive feedback loop: the more 
independent you allow your children to be, the more independent they will 
become. 
 


